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Psychophysical studies have been completed with two binaural coch1eM implant patients. Results from a fusion and lateralization experiment with both
patients are described. As found in an earlier study with the first binaural patient in Australia, the second patient also showed good sensitivity to interaural
amplitude differences but poor sensitivity to interaural time delays when compared with normal-hearing subjects. The implications of this result are discussed.

INTRODUCIlON
With normal hearing, the difference in time ofarrival at the

two ears plays a key role in localizing a sound source. l The
release from masking or "masking level difference," often
shown for diotic signals in dichotic noise or dichotic signals
in diotic noise,2,3 also shows the importance of the relative
timing of the stimulation at the two ears when distinguishing
sounds from backgroundnoise. To investigate whetherbinau
ral advantages may be possible with cochlear implants, it is
necessary to determine the extent to which interaural tempo
ral information may be discerned. From our earlier study with
our fIrSt binaural implant patient, PI,4 we observed a signifi
cantly reduced sensitivity to interaural time delays (ITDs),
when compared to normal hearing. We have now implanted
a second binaural patient, n, and present here fusion and
lateralization results from both patients.

STIMULI

Stimulation of the auditory nerves was via 22-banded
platinum electrode arrays,5 for both patients except in the left
ear ofPI, which contained a2()"banded array.4 The electrode
numbering convention used in this paper follows an apical to
basal direction so that the difference in insertion depths be
tween the two sides can be determined directly from the
electrode numbers on the two sides when place-pitch percepts
are matched, even when the arrays on the two sides have
differing numbers ofbands, as is the case for Pl. Members of
bipolar pairs were always separated by two electrodes (1.5
rom). To identify left or right sides, the letters L or R precede
the bipolar pair number. As an example, the notation of bi
naural stimulus L(5,3)1R(7,5) would imply bipolar pair (5,3)

on the left side and pair (7,5) on the right side. To further
simplify the binaural stimulus notation, a single electrode
number has been used to designate the bipolar pair on each
side; the basal member has been omitted. The above example
in simplified notation is written as L(3)1R(5). Pulse widths
used in the experiments were 200 microseconds (J.Ls) per
phase for PI, and 100 J.Ls per phase for n. The repetition rate
was 200 pulses per second (Pps), and the duration of stimuli
was 300 milliseconds (ms) with zero rise and fall times.
Stimuli were always delivered via custom-built hardware
directly to the patients' receiver coils, so that all electrical
stimulation parameters could be carefully controlled. This
included ITDs, which couldbe accurately controlled to within
a few microseconds.

METHOD
For each of the two patients, a fairly basal fixed binaural

pair of electrodes was selected to approximately minimize
subjective pitch differences. The binaural pairs used were
R(5)1L(2) for PI, and R(6)1L(l4) forn~ The data for P2 were
collected after 1993 so that recently developed x-ray tech
niques6 could be used to verify the place offset between the
two sides. Unfortunately, this technique was not yet available
at the time ofdata collection for PI. Seven time-delay condi
tions, up to 16 ms either side leading, and six amplitude ratios,
including monaural conditions, were combined into a presen
tation block. The stimuli were then presented one at a time in
random order to each patient. The patients were required to
position one or more cursors on a line on a computer screen,
to indicate the position ofany auditory images resulting from
the stimulus. For PI, the width of the images was also
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Fusion and lateralizationdatafor activation offixedpair
of electrodes on bod1 left and right sides with two
binaural implant patients. PI and P2. Results for PI are
on left,and forP2areonright. Eachoffourplots foreach
patient shows results of varying interaurallime delays
for fixed amplitude ratio. Lateral position is indicated
along ordinate; 50% to right corresponds to mid-head
sensation. Unfilled symbols show single or "fused" re
sponses. whereas filled symbols show lateralposition of
split images (patients reported hearing two sounds in
those cases).
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recorded, but this was omitted for P2 in order to simplify the
task and speed up the data collection. The stimulus block was
presented to each patient approximately 25 times.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Figure shows the results from the lateralization and
fusion study for PI and P2, in the left and right columns,
respectively. Eachplotin thecolumns describes theresults for
a fixed amplitude ratio. The top plots show results for stimuli
that have intensity cues favoring lateralization toward the
right side, whereas plots at the bottom of the two columns are
for stimuli with intensity cues to the left. The ordinate de
scribes in each case the average lateral position of percepts
from the stimuli, while the abscissa shows the time-delay
condition. The time-delay conditions have been noted in
terms of total (same as envelope delay) as well as ongoing
"fine structure" delay. Note that when delaying an electrical
pulse train in one ear, these two quantities are equivalent up
to delay times equal to a half-interval between pulses in the
pulse train. As time delays increase beyond this value, the
overall delay continues to increase monotomcally, but the
fine structure delay repeatedly increases from the negative
half of the interpulse interval to the positive half of the pulse
interval.

The "50% to the right" condition line halfway up the y-axis
corresponds to mid-head percepts; images lateralized toward
the left ear have values less than 50%, and images toward the
right ear have values greater than 50%. Split images (multiple
responses from a single stimulus) are shown by the filled
symbols, whereas fused images (single responses) are shown
by unftlled· symbols. If responses to a particular stimulus
showed split images for less than 10% of the trials, the split
image responses have not been included. The place offset for
the electrode arrays on the two sides, as determined radiologi-

cally, was 6 electrodes and 8.5 electrodes for PI and P2,
respectively. This means that the electrode pairs used in the
fusion and lateralization experiment were exactly matched
according to the x-ray studies for P2, but had an offset of
approximately 2.25 mm for PI. Data from further experi
ments will be published on the effect of place offsets on lTD
perception with these patients.

The main feature evident from these plots is that lateral
position was less affected by ITDs than by interaural ampli
tude ratios. A clear monotonic relationship can be observed
between amplitude ratio and lateral position; as we move
down each ofthe two columns, it is clear that the curves move
further to the left ear, in agreement with the increasing
intensityofthe stimulus in the leftearanddecreasing ;ntensity
in the right ear. For the time delays, on the other hand, an
approximately monotonic correlation with lateral position is
shown only over a limited range from about -1 to +1 ms.
Although P2 did demonstrate a wider range of lateralization
responses to ITDs than PI, we still see for both patients
substantially smaller shifts in lateral position due to time
delays than those shown to amplituderatios. Forbothpatients,
the effectoftimebecamesmallerwhen intensitycues strongly
favored lateralization toward left or right sides. This is in
agreement with, for example, the data ofSayers,1which shOW
that the effect of time delays for normal-hearing subjects was
greatest when stimuli of equal intensity were applied. Our
results also show that for time delays in the range 4 to 16 ms,
and occasionally at smaller time delays for PI, split images
became more frequent. This result agrees with acoustic stimu
lation data from, for example, Guttman,7 which show that for
normal hearing, binaural click images split into multiple
images at time delays around I to 5 ms. It is interesting to note
that the sensitivity to fine structure delays found with PI inoUt
previous report4 was not observed with P2, who shows a
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wider range of lateralization responses to the time delays
applied. The reduced sensitivity to time delays was discussed
in that report, and has now been observed with both binaural
patients implanted to date. Further experiments, in which a
number of stimulation parameters are being tested, are in
progress.. It appears at this stage that the most likely explana
tion for the reduced sensitivity to ITDs is a deterioration ofthe
neural circuits that normally process these time delays with
normal hearing.

In summary, the results obtained show that binaural elec
trical stimulation can indeed give rise to fused percepts when
ITDs are less than about 1 to 5 ms. Lateralization is strongly
influenced by intensity differences between the two sides, but
notby ITDs. This would seem to suggest thatbinaural speech
processing strategies do not necessarily need to preserve
detailed timing information from the two sides. Data from
dichotic rate experiments currently in progress, however, do
not support this notion. It may be that although ITDs are not
noticeable, differences in interaural rates are noticeable. This
would indicate thatneural circuits normally capableofdetect
ing interaural phase differences are not operational with these

patients, but that interaural correlation-detecting circuits
(phase-insensitive) are operational.
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